Effect of pH and ionic environment changes on interparticle interactions affecting activated sludge flocs: a rheological approach.
The rheological behaviour of activated sludge was investigated through the determination of sludge suspension equilibrium viscosity (micro(eq)) while varying the pH, sodium chloride and calcium chloride concentrations over a wide range. Micro(eq) was used to investigate the influence of environmental changes on the rheological behaviour of activated sludges, on the basis that it is representative of interparticle interactions affecting sludge flocs. Micro(eq) was shown to increase with increasing pH and to decrease with cation addition. The surface charge presented by sludge flocs was shown to be a factor that greatly affects micro(eq), as demonstrated by the linear correlation with zeta-potential (zeta-potential). A decrease in electrostatic charge was supposed to decrease repulsive effect between particles that facilitate flow and to promote a compaction of flocs that lower viscosity. Cation addition was shown to generate a viscosity decrease, in the same proportion, independent of the valency of the cation. The decrease in the particles double layer thickness coupled to the decrease in surface charge were supposed to induce a decrease in interparticle interactions which leads to lower viscosity values.